
Valentine’s 
Day Board 
Game



About the game
This game can be played solo or with another player. Reading not required to play. 
Great for multiple language learning.

Valentine’s Day makes a great theme for exploring vocabulary around friendship, 
family, love, giving, and receiving. 

As players place their token on each corresponding square, they explore new 
vocabulary (also known as “low-frequency” or “fringe words” for AAC users). The words 
get repeated two more times in gameplay.

Game variations are provided on direction sheet.

Required materials

● “Roll the Die” Game board (provided), printed (and laminated, optional)
● Player tokens (provided), printed (and laminated, optional), or save paper and ink 

by using tokens/chips you already own (two different colors or shapes)
● Hook and loop dots (suggested for players requiring more stability with the 

game board, add dots to each of the board game squares and underneath 
player tokens)

● Die of the best size for the player (with dots to match this game or with 
numbers for an extra challenge)

● Communication methods or devices the learner uses (including ASL, low- or 
high-tech AAC, etc.)

If you have any questions, get in touch with me.

Gabriella Volpe (she/her)
Educational Consultant, Trauma-Informed Specialist

Website: https://gabriellavolpe.com
Instagram: gabriellavolpe.ed
Pinterest: homeschoolsn
Facebook: gabriellavolpe.ed
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Game 
Directions

Roll the Die - Valentine Game 
1. The first person rolls the die.
2. They place their token on the first 

available image in the row beside the 
number rolled. 

3. The next person rolls and does the 
same—placing their token on the next 
available image.

4. The game continues in this way until 
one person has 3 tokens in a row, in 
any direction, including diagonally.

Variations

● Clap the syllables for each image
● Tap the phonetic sounds
● Identify the beginning sound (e.g., 

heart = /h/)
● Write the word or select it on a 

low-tech AAC board
● Write the first letter of the word, or 

locate it on keyboard on AAC device
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Images on game card

Since reading is not required to play this 
game, players decide what the images 
represent. Below are suggestions.

1. Heart, love, red
2. Love birds, love, kiss, friends
3. Letter, Valentine card, send, receive
4. Chocolate, candy, give, receive
5. Owl, love
6. Flowers, bouquet, give, receive

https://gabriellavolpe.com/
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Player 1 tokens. Print, laminate, and cut around the heart shape.

https://gabriellavolpe.com/
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Player 2 tokens. Print, laminate, and cut around the heart shape.

https://gabriellavolpe.com/


ABOUT GABRIELLA 

I am an educational 
consultant, licensed teacher, 
and disability advocate.

I offer a variety of services for establishing accessible and inclusive education for all, 
including one-on-one consultations, support, and resources for parents, 
educators/clinicians, administrators, and organizations.

If you’d like additional support with this or other games, bring this package to our 
consultation.

Find my services here > 

This document is linked to an article on my website GabriellaVolpe.com. If you'd like to share it with 
others, please do not forward this PDF but direct them to this article on my site instead. Your courtesy is 
appreciated.

Permissions: You are permitted to print and adapt the games for personal or classroom use. No 
commercial use, no selling. 

https://gabriellavolpe.com/services/
http://www.gabriellavolpe.com/
https://gabriellavolpe.com/adapted-valentine-game-free-board-game

